New Book List – February 2023

**Fiction:**

- A Quiet Life: A Novel - Ethan Joella
- Bone Canyon - Lee Goldberg
- Dismal River - Wayne D. Dundee
- Fort Misery - William W. Johnstone
- Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone: A Novel - Diana Gabaldon
- Going Rogue: Rise and Shine Twenty-Nine - Janet Evanovich
- Irish Coffee Murder
- It Starts With Us: A Novel - Colleen Hoover
- Kingdom of Bones: A Thriller - James Rollins
- Murder at Black Oaks - Phillip Margolin
- Now Is Not the Time to Panic: A Novel - Kevin Wilson
- The Bachelor - Sabrina Jeffries
- The Key to My Heart - Lia Louis
- The Night Travelers: A Novel - Armando Lucas Correa
- Wicked Dreams - Lisa Jackson

**Non-Fiction**

- 8 Rules of Love: How to Find It, Keep It, and Let It Go - Jay Shetty
- Unraveling: What I Learned About Life While Shearing Sheep, Dyeing Wool, and Making the World's Ugliest Sweater - Peggy Orenstein